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Abstract
To reduce per- and polyfluoroalkyl substances (PFAS) exposure through legislation and other interventions, we 
must understand factors contributing to individual body burden. Identifying factors associated with serum 
perfluorinated compounds (PFAS) concentrations also aids in identifying groups at higher risk of adverse health 
outcomes due to elevated exposure. This exploratory analysis provides initial findings on exposure-related factors 
associated with legacy PFAS concentrations in the general United States (U.S.) population. We obtained National 
Health and Nutrition Examination Survey (NHANES) datasets with individual serum PFAS measurements from 
cycle years 1999-2018 (N = 14,961), excluding the 2001-2002 cycle due to pooled sampling. Over 100 features 
were evaluated for associations with PFAS concentrations. Data were singly imputed using hot deck and predictive 
mean matching (PMM) methods, and model performance by imputation method was compared using elastic net 
regression (ENR) models. Hot-deck imputation explained the most variance in predictive models; thus, a dataset 
imputed via hot-deck was used for feature selection. ENR models were employed to identify the top variables 
associated with legacy PFAS concentrations, and selected features were put into linear mixed models to obtain 
beta estimates and standard errors. Survey year, demographic, income, place of birth and citizenship status, 
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household size, dietary, health, food insecurity, general health and healthcare, housing, social and behavioral, and 
other characteristics were important factors associated with legacy PFAS concentrations in this nationally 
representative study population. A better understanding of exogenous factors associated with PFAS concentrations 
can influence future epidemiological studies, guiding decisions on adjustment for confounding, and advancing our 
understanding of factors that affect chemical half-lives and toxicokinetics.

Keywords: PFAS, predictors, determinants, demographics, consumer behavior, healthcare, socioeconomics

INTRODUCTION
Per- and polyfluoroalkyl substances (PFAS) are persistent organic pollutants (POPs) and up to 99% of the 
United States (U.S.) human population has detectable concentrations of PFAS in their blood[1,2]. Though two 
of the most studied PFAS [i.e., perfluorooctane sulfonate (PFOS) and perfluorooctanoic acid (PFOA)] were 
phased out of production in many developed countries, concern over health effects associated with 
exposure to PFOA, PFOS, and other PFAS continues due to their environmental persistence. Many adverse 
health effects have been associated with PFAS exposure in adults, including dyslipidemia[3-5], changes in liver 
enzymes[6,7], elevated blood pressure and hypertension[8,9], and kidney and testicular cancer[10]. Because PFAS 
bioaccumulate in the bodies of adults, transplacental transfer, in utero, and breastfeeding, postnatally, can be 
sources of exposure in offspring[11].

Human exposure to PFAS is complex and varies within and between populations; however, ingestion has 
been suggested as the main route of exposure to PFAS among the general population. Foods such as fish, 
meat, offal, eggs, and fruit can be environmentally contaminated[12], but PFAS can also migrate into food 
from packaging[13-16]. Coated cookware can also leach PFAS into food[17]. Some communities in the U.S. have 
been highly exposed to PFAS through ingestion of contaminated drinking water[17], though this is not 
considered a major route of exposure for the general U.S. population. Other routes of PFAS exposure 
include ingestion of dust, transfer from treated carpets, clothes, and upholstery, inhalation of air, and 
inhalation of impregnation spray aerosols[18,19]. Though not thought to be a primary route of exposure, there 
may be dermal exposure from wearing clothing, such as waterproof layers, and from personal care 
products[18,19]. Serum or plasma concentrations of PFAS are generally used as markers of PFAS body burdens 
in humans, as they reflect long-term cumulative exposure to the chemicals from all sources of exposure.

To reduce PFAS exposure through legislation and other public health interventions, it is critical to 
understand factors that may contribute to individual body burden. Identifying factors associated with serum 
PFAS concentrations can also aid in identifying groups at higher risk of adverse health outcomes due to 
elevated exposure. Some factors associated with PFAS concentrations, such as parity and breastfeeding 
history, have been better studied[20-22], but less is known about other factors that may contribute to PFAS 
body burden in the general adult population. Previous studies evaluating factors associated with PFAS 
concentrations analyzed a limited number of demographic or dietary factors[23-26]. In addition, many have 
been conducted in European or Asian populations[24,25,27,28] and are not generalizable to the U.S. population. 
Given demographic, social and behavioral habits, and regulatory differences, it is important to consider the 
general U.S. population separately. There has also been a focus on populations living in PFAS-contaminated 
communities[26,28-30], sensitive populations (i.e., pregnant mothers and neonates)[31-37], and specific 
demographic or occupational groups[38-40], which are not generalizable to populations with lower, 
background levels of exposure and non-pregnant adult populations. Due to the paucity of research 
evaluating a large number of potential factors associated with serum PFAS concentrations in the general 
U.S. adult population, we aimed to investigate these factors using data from nine cycles of U.S. national 
health surveys [National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey (NHANES)] as an exploratory analysis. 
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Unlike previous analyses, we evaluate many potential factors associated with PFAS concentrations using the 
rich questionnaire data available from NHANES. In this analysis, we focus on exogenous factors (i.e., 
factors that may be assessed through a questionnaire such as social and behavioral habits, demographic, and 
household characteristics) that may be associated with PFAS exposure and serum concentrations, and in a 
separate analysis, we will explore endogenous factors (i.e., factors that may be measured through bloodwork 
or body measures such as complete blood count panels, environmental chemical concentrations, or body 
mass index) associated with PFAS concentrations. We evaluate these groups of factors separately due to 
their potential implications. A better understanding of the exogenous factors associated with PFAS 
concentrations may influence future epidemiological studies by guiding decisions on adjustment for 
confounding and furthering toxicological studies by advancing our understanding of factors that affect 
chemical half-lives, toxicokinetics, and interindividual variation[41,42]. This study is warranted, given that 
PFAS exposure is multifactorial and complex.

EXPERIMENTAL
Study population
The NHANES is a nationally representative survey conducted by the U.S. National Center for Health 
Statistics that is designed to assess the health and nutrition status of adults and children in the U.S. through 
in-home interviews and medical examinations[43]. In this study, we analyzed publicly available data from 
nine cycles of the NHANES (1999-2000, 2003-2004, 2005-2006, 2007-2008, 2009-2010, 2011-2012, 2013-
2014, 2015-2016, 2017-2018). We did not include data collected in the 2001-2002 cycle because PFAS were 
measured in pooled, rather than individual, serum samples during those years. All study protocols were 
approved by the National Center for Health Statistics institutional review board and all participants gave 
written informed consent.

We restricted analyses to participants aged 18 years and older with complete serum PFAS measurements, as 
there may be differences in social and behavioral factors contributing to PFAS exposure and body burden 
between adults and children and differences in health outcome etiology for children following PFAS 
exposure. The final analytic sample was comprised of 14,961 adults. A flow chart showing sample selection 
and the workflow pipeline is shown in Supplementary Figure 1.

Exposure assessment
Solid phase extraction-high performance liquid chromatography-turbo ion spray ionization-tandem mass 
spectrometry was used to measure PFAS concentrations in serum samples. Detailed descriptions of the 
analytic methods have been described previously[44,45]. Our analysis focused on four highly detected PFAS: 
PFOS, PFOA, perfluorohexane sulfonate (PFHxS), and perfluorononanoic acid (PFNA). Non-detectable 
concentrations of PFAS were substituted with the respective limit of detection divided by the square root of 
two[46]. In most cycles, concentrations of PFOS and PFOA were measured in total; however, the 2013-2014, 
2015-2016, and 2017-2018 cycles measured linear and branched isomers. To maximize our study population 
and because many of the regulations and much of the medical guidance surrounding PFAS exposure are 
based on the summed measures of these congeners[47], we summed these isomers to calculate total PFOS and 
PFOA concentrations. In the 1999-2000 cycle, PFAS were measured only among individuals with enough 
surplus sera (approximately 17.8% of participants). For subsequent cycles, PFAS were measured in 
approximately one-third of the sub-sample of the study cohort at random.

Evaluation of factors associated with serum PFAS concentrations
Each survey cycle contains five components: demographics, dietary, examination, laboratory, and 
questionnaire data. Each data component has many data files depending on the information collected in 
that round’s survey and examination assessment. These files are in SAS format and available for download 

https://oaepublishstorage.blob.core.windows.net/articlepdfpreview202405/wecn3005-SupplementaryMaterials.pdf
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at https://wwwn.cdc.gov/nchs/nhanes/Default.aspx. Datasets used in this analysis from NHANES were 
downloaded in October and November 2022. The five data components are described below:

● Demographic data: provide individual, family, and household-level information on language, pregnancy 
status, income, family size, household composition, demographic information, and other selected 
information such as military service status and country of birth. 
● Dietary data: provide detailed dietary intake information from participants, including a 24-hour food and 
beverage recall, nutrient intake estimates, and supplement use. 
● Laboratory and examination data: includes physical measures that can include blood pressure, body 
measures, oral health examinations, and physical activity monitoring. 
● Questionnaire data: provide information on behavior, diet, nutrition, and other factors.

This analysis focused only on potential exogenous factors associated with PFAS concentrations, as described 
above; therefore, only questionnaire data were utilized in addition to the laboratory measurements of serum 
PFAS concentrations. We considered data over all cycles combined rather than single cycles at a time to 
increase the sample size[48].

Given differences across cycles, some variables had a high percent missingness in this larger, combined 
dataset with all 14,961 participants. Missingness ranged from 0% to 99.38% in the dataset, and 575 variables 
were identified across all cycles. As PFAS exposure has been associated with numerous health outcomes, 
variables related to diabetes, blood pressure, kidney conditions, asthma, arthritis, thyroid problems, liver 
conditions, and cancer, as well as medication use related to these conditions, were excluded from this 
analysis, given the evidence that PFAS exposure may contribute to these conditions[10,49-55]. Those variables 
with more than 50% missingness were excluded. This left 100 variables plus 14 demographic covariates for 
analysis [Figure 1]. The exogenous variables assessed as potential factors associated with serum PFAS 
concentrations are detailed in Supplementary Table 1. Certain variables from NHANES were re-coded for 
use in these analyses due to changes in question format across cycles, which are described in Supplementary 
Table 1. Unless otherwise noted, variables were not re-categorized from what is described in NHANES 
documentation (https://wwwn.cdc.gov/nchs/nhanes/default.aspx). Reference categories are described where 
applicable.

Statistical analysis
Data distributions and ranges were calculated and univariate analysis, including heatmaps and intersection 
analysis to explore missingness between pairs of features, was performed to assess the structure of 
missingness in the data. First, we describe imputation methods employed to address missingness. Next, we 
describe methods used to compare imputation methods and select an imputation method for model 
building. We then describe methods to identify variables best explaining variance in PFAS concentrations 
and analyses by congener.

Imputation
Because this was a predictive study employing large datasets and we were not performing inference, 
multiple imputation (MI) - which can be slow and requires pooling of statistical results for inference - was 
not necessary and was difficult to manage in a machine-learning context[56]. In addition, traditional MI 
methods have performed poorly on high-dimensional data[57]. We thus chose to explore two efficient donor-
based single imputation methods: hot deck and predictive mean matching (PMM).

https://wwwn.cdc.gov/nchs/nhanes/Default.aspx
https://oaepublishstorage.blob.core.windows.net/articlepdfpreview202405/wecn3005-SupplementaryMaterials.pdf
https://oaepublishstorage.blob.core.windows.net/articlepdfpreview202405/wecn3005-SupplementaryMaterials.pdf
https://oaepublishstorage.blob.core.windows.net/articlepdfpreview202405/wecn3005-SupplementaryMaterials.pdf
https://wwwn.cdc.gov/nchs/nhanes/default.aspx
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Figure 1. Change in serum PFOA relative to the reference level (for categorical variables) or per unit SD increase for continuous 
covariates from multivariable mixed-effects regression. See Supplementary Table 2 for details. Blue indicates statistically significant 
findings, while orange indicates findings that are not statistically significant. PFOA: Perfluorooctanoic acid.

Up to 50% of samples were monotonically missing (i.e., with monotone missingness patterns) for subsets of 
covariates. Under the assumption that our data were missing at random (MAR), we performed imputation 
by grouped and sorted simple hot deck and by PMM as described below. Both are donor-based methods 
that work well with mixed continuous and categorical data and draw replacements from existing 
observations. Imputations are thus realistic, with no imputed values outside the observed range. Donor-
recipient methods such as hot deck are fast and appropriate for large datasets[58].

Hot deck imputation 
Simple hot deck is a fast and efficient donor-based method where replacements for missing units 
(recipients) are randomly selected from complete units (donors) in the same column. Since it is donor-
based, hot deck imputation avoids issues with model misspecification that might arise in regression-based 
methods, and handles large-dimensioned datasets efficiently. While hot deck methods are extensively used, 
the theory behind the method is less well-developed than other imputation methods[59]. In Hot Deck 
methods, donor units are randomly selected from a set of complete cases, known as the donor pool. There 
are multiple ways to specify a donor pool, otherwise known as an imputation class, for each missing unit. 
For example, columns to be imputed can be sorted and grouped based on other metrics, and sampling 
occurs from complete units within groupings. We grouped by participant sex, sorted by age, and found 
appropriate donor values for each missing recipient within the sorted domains by sex and age. Data were 
imputed using the package “VIM” in R[60].

PMM 
PMM is a semi-parametric hot deck method that handles both continuous and categorical data and is 
robust against model misspecification. As implemented in the “mice” package in R[61], PMM uses an 
imputation model, for example, regression, to predict missing values, and then matches the predicted value 
of the missing unit (recipient) with a set of candidate donors from all complete cases that have predicted 
values closest to that of the missing unit. A donor is randomly chosen from the candidates, and the 
observed value of the donor is taken to replace the missing value. We assumed donor sets of size five, 

https://oaepublishstorage.blob.core.windows.net/articlepdfpreview202405/wecn3005-SupplementaryMaterials.pdf
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imputed five iterations, and then combined the datasets into one complete dataset.

Comparison of imputation methods
Elastic net regression (ENR) is a regularized regression method that includes the properties of both ridge 
regression and least absolute shrinkage and selection operator (LASSO)[62]. By linearly combining ridge and 
LASSO penalty functions, ENR performs variable selection and continuous shrinkage, and selects groups of 
correlated variables as a whole.

We compared imputation methods by building ENR models to assess model performance. Data 
preprocessing involved centering and scaling for continuous variables. All potential factors described in 
Supplementary Table 1 were entered into the ENR models and model metrics were obtained and compared.

When comparing the models with imputed data from each method, we considered the percent variance 
explained and R2 metrics from the ENR model. The goal was to identify the imputation method with the 
best fitting models that explained the most variance in PFAS concentrations. The dataset from the best 
fitting imputation method was then used for identification of factors associated with PFAS concentrations.

Imputed datasets from each of the methods described above were randomly split 70/30 for training sets 
(used to train the models) and testing sets (used to test the models). This method was selected as it is 
appropriate for datasets with both a large number of rows and columns and is widely used for feature 
selection.

Identification of factors associated with serum PFAS concentrations
ENR models were used to identify variables that best explain variance in PFAS concentrations. We used the 
trainControl function in the caret package to specify parameters for model training, where we specified 
repeated 5-fold cross-validation to identify the optimal model parameters based on the smallest RMSE 
values. We then trained the ENR model based on the trainControl parameters and made predictions on the 
test dataset. The varImp (i.e., variable importance) function in the caret library was used to identify the 10 
most important variables explaining variance in the five PFAS exposure variables [PFOA; PFOS; PFNA; 
PFHxS; and the simple sum of PFOA, PFOS, PFNA, and PFHxS (ΣPFAS)]. We computed the simple 
additive sum, rather than other approaches, to understand the body burden of mixtures of PFAS chemicals, 
to align with the current health guidance for PFAS exposure and testing that is based on a simple additive 
sum[47]. The variable importance represents the absolute value of ranked standardized coefficients from the 
best-fit tuned models. We did not conduct stratified analyses due to the exploratory nature of this analysis 
and due to differences in variables across the NHANES cycles included in this analysis.

Multivariable modeling
Based on results from feature selection described above, we built multivariable regression models for each of 
the five PFAS exposure variables, fitted with the 10 most important variables identified. Models were tuned 
by comparing tested models through analysis of variance (ANOVA) and using the lmeControl function. We 
extracted beta estimates and standard errors for model interpretation.

All data preprocessing, analysis, and validation were performed using R (version 3.4).

https://oaepublishstorage.blob.core.windows.net/articlepdfpreview202405/wecn3005-SupplementaryMaterials.pdf
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Results
We present the demographic characteristics of participants in Table 1 (missingness was imputed via hot-
deck). The smallest share of participants was from the 1999-2000 NHANES cycle (7.43%). The mean 
(standard deviation) age of participants in this analysis was 47.84 (19.24) years. Most participants were non-
Hispanic (NH) White (39.87%-45.85%) and nearly one-third of participants had two persons in their 
household (29.80%). The PFAS with the highest median serum concentration was PFOS at 10.20 mg/dL. 
The median serum concentration of ΣPFAS was 16.40 mg/dL [Table 2].

After building the ENR models for each PFAS variable, statistics from the models were compiled to 
compare the results using the imputation method. Models based on grouped and sorted hot deck imputed 
data explained the greatest percent variance in PFAS concentrations for each PFAS and had the highest R2 
values for the PFOA, PFOS, PFHxS, and ΣPFAS models (data not shown). Given the overall better model 
statistics from hot deck imputation, we used this dataset for identification of important variables and for 
building linear mixed models. Overall, PFOA, PFOS, and ΣPFAS models had the best model fit, with R2 
values ranging from 0.21 to 0.31 (data not shown).

The top 10 variables explaining variance in serum PFAS concentrations, along with beta estimates and 
standard errors, are presented as forest plots in Figures 1-5 (see Supplementary Table 2 for a description of 
covariate codings on the Figures) and summarized in Table 3.

Male (relative to female) sex had the largest significant positive effects relative to all serum PFAS [Figures 1-
5]. Year (i.e., NHANES cycle) has significant negative associations and had the largest (negative) effect size 
for PFOA [Figure 1] and PFOS [Figure 2], ΣPFAS [Figure 5] concentrations, suggesting diminishing 
population exposure or bioaccumulation in the sample populations over time. Age was significantly 
positively associated with all serum PFAS outcomes except for PFHxS [Figure 3], but effect sizes were small.

Place of birth and/or citizenship were important factors associated with serum PFOA [Figure 1], PFOS 
[Figure 2], PFHxS [Figure 3], and ΣPFAS concentrations, with being U.S.-born (relative to foreign-born) 
and possessing U.S. citizenship (relative to not being a U.S. citizen) associated with higher serum 
concentrations of these PFAS. Household size was an important factor in PFOA [Figure 1], PFOS 
[Figure 2], and ΣPFAS [Figure 5] models and was negatively associated with these PFAS concentrations. 
Race/ethnicity were also important factors associated with PFOS [Figure 2], PFNA [Figure 4], and ΣPFAS 
[Figure 5] concentrations, with the highest concentrations of these PFAS associated with NH Asian 
ethnicity and the lowest with Mexican-American race/ethnicity (reference group NH White). Three 
measures of fish and shellfish consumption were identified as important factors associated with serum PFAS 
concentrations in some models, with fish consumption positively and significantly associated with PFAS 
concentrations relative to no fish consumption. “Ever” vs. “never” freshwater fish consumption (in the last 
30 days) was significantly positively associated with PFOS [Figure 2], PFNA [Figure 4], and ΣPFAS 
concentrations [Figure 5], while “ever” vs. “never” shellfish consumption (last 30 days) was significantly 
associated with PFOS [Figure 2], PFNA [Figure 4], and ΣPFAS [Figure 5] concentrations. “Ever” vs. “never” 
consumption of any fish in the last 30 days was an important factor associated with PFNA concentrations.

Several variables related to healthcare, income, and financial or food security were identified as important 
factors associated with serum PFAS concentrations. For the PFOA model, where healthcare is accessed (i.e., 
the ER, hospital outpatient department, a medical clinic, or private medical practice, relative to the reference 
“another place”), household food insecurity measures, and the number of times a participant received 

https://oaepublishstorage.blob.core.windows.net/articlepdfpreview202405/wecn3005-SupplementaryMaterials.pdf
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Table 1. Demographic characteristics of participants, NHANES 1999-2018 (N = 14,961)

Variable Level N (%)

NHANES cycle 1999-2000 
2003-2004 
2005-2006 
2007-2008 
2009-2010 
2011-2012 
2013-2014 
2015-2016 
2017-2018

1,111 (7.43) 
1,680 (11.23) 
1,657 (11.08) 
1,834 (12.26) 
1,951 (13.04) 
1,648 (11.02) 
1,669 (11.16) 
1,711 (11.44) 
1,700 (11.36)

Sex (mean, SD) Male 
Female

7,247 (48.44) 
7,714 (51.56)

Age (mean, SD) Years 47.84 ± 19.24

Veteran/military status Yes 
No

1,707 (11.41) 
13,252 (88.58)

Citizenship status Citizen by birth 
Not a citizen 
Refused or don’t know

12,714 (84.98) 
2,212 (14.79) 
35 (0.23)

Education level Less than high school 
High school 
Greater than high school 
Refused or don’t know

4,228 (28.26) 
3,629 (24.26) 
7,081 (47.33) 
23 (0.15)

Marital status Married 
Widowed 
Divorced 
Separated 
Never married 
Living with partner 
Refused

7,513 (50.22) 
1,214 (8.11) 
1,465 (9.79) 
478 (3.19) 
2,969 (19.84) 
1,316 (8.80) 
6 (0.04)

Race/ethnicity Mexican-American 
Other Hispanic 
NH White 
NH Black 
Other race 
NH Asian

2,944 (19.68) 
836 (5.59) 
6,859 (45.85) 
2,991 (19.99) 
476 (3.18) 
855 (5.71)

Total number of people in family 1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
≥ 7

3,144 (21.01) 
3,781 (25.27) 
2,433 (16.26) 
2,102 (14.05) 
1,917 (12.81) 
775 (5.18) 
809 (5.41)

 
Annual family income

$0 - $4,999 
$5,000 - $9,999 
$10,000 - $14,999 
$15,000 - $19,999 
$20,000 - $24,999 
$25,000 - $34,999 
$35,000 - $44,999 
$45,000 - $54,999 
$55,000 - $64,999 
$65,000 - $74,999 
Over $20,000 
Under $20,000 
$75,000 - $99,999 
≥ $100,000 
Refused or don’t know

590 (3.94) 
816 (5.45) 
933 (6.24) 
917 (6.13) 
1,106 (7.39) 
1,463 (9.78) 
1,511 (10.10) 
1,055 (7.05) 
997 (6.66) 
591 (3.95) 
482 (3.22) 
128 (0.85) 
1,316 (8.80) 
2,078 (13.89) 
978 (6.54)

Family PIR 2.47 ± 1.62

NHANES: National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey; PIR: poverty income ratio.

healthcare over the past year were important factors [Figure 1]. For the PFOS [Figure 2], PFHxS [Figure 3], 
PFNA [Figure 4], and ΣPFAS [Figure 5] models, household food security measures were associated with 
serum concentrations of these PFAS, though the relationships were not clear. For the PFHxS model, telling 
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Table 2. Legacy serum PFAS distributions (mg/dL), NHANES 1999-2018 (N = 14,961)

Min Max P25 P50 P75 IQR

PFOA 0.07 123.00 1.57 2.70 4.40 2.83

PFOS 0.14 1,403.00 5.00 10.20 19.50 14.50

PFHxS 0.07 82.00 0.80 1.50 2.60 1.80

PFNA 0.058 80.77 0.50 0.83 1.39 0.89

ΣPFAS 0.34 1,418.30 9.00 16.40 28.30 19.30

PFAS: Per- and polyfluoroalkyl substances; NHANES: National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey; Min: minimum; Max: maximum; P25: first 
quartile; P50: median; p75: third quartile; IQR: interquartile range; PFOA: perfluorooctanoic acid; PFOS: perfluorooctanesulfonic acid; PFHxs: 
perfluorohexane sulfonate; PFNA: perfluorononanoic acid; ΣPFAS: the simple sum of PFOA, PFOS, PFNA, and PFHxS.

a doctor about trouble sleeping was an important factor and was associated with higher serum PFHxS 
concentrations [Figure 3].

Factors in the home were important in the PFOS [Figure 2] and PFNA [Figure 4] models. Home missing 
space ownership status was an important factor in the PFOS model, with renting or having another housing 
arrangement associated with lower serum PFOS concentrations relative to home ownership [Figure 2]. 
Having a smoker in the home was associated with lower serum concentrations of PFNA [Figure 4].

Discussion
Exogenous factors associated with PFAS concentrations
In this exploratory analysis, we evaluated over 100 variables collected through questionnaires over nine 
NHANES cycles between 1999 and 2018 as potential factors associated with PFAS concentrations and 
presented the top 10 factors for four legacy PFAS and ΣPFAS. We observed that year of survey, 
demographic, income, place of birth and citizenship status, household size, dietary, health, food insecurity, 
general health and healthcare, housing, social and behavioral, and other characteristics were important 
factors associated with legacy PFAS concentrations in this nationally representative study population. The 
most important factors associated with PFAS concentrations varied by congener, suggesting differing 
potential sources of exposure to each chemical and differences in toxicokinetics affecting body burden.

Year of collection
In general, exposure to certain legacy PFAS, especially PFOS and PFOA, has been declining over time in the 
U.S. due to phase outs by manufacturers[63,64], and studies have observed declining concentrations of legacy 
PFAS over time in humans[65,66]. Our findings support this, as the cycle (year) of NHANES was negatively 
associated with serum PFOA, PFOS, PFHxS, PFNA, and ΣPFAS concentrations. This may be due to 
diminishing population-level environmental exposure post-ban.

Demographics and family characteristics
Age
The literature surrounding the relationship between age and legacy PFAS concentrations is mixed, though 
we observed age to be positively associated with serum PFAS concentrations, albeit with relatively small 
effect sizes. Legacy PFAS bind to serum albumin[67] and albumin concentrations decrease with age[68]. 
Additionally, glomerular filtration rate, kidney function, and activity level tend to decrease with age[69-71], so 
a general increase in legacy PFAS concentrations at older ages could be expected[72]. Contraception use, 
hysterectomies, and menopause may reduce menstrual blood loss as women age and therefore reduce or 
eliminate a route of PFAS excretion[73], which could increase PFAS concentrations with age, which supports 
observations in this study. Though parity has been associated with PFAS concentrations in women of 
reproductive age[23], in elderly women, it has been shown to have a minor effect on PFAS body burden[74].
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Table 3. Hypothesis testing summary of the top 10 variables associated with serum PFAS concentrations, by PFAS congener, 
NHANES 1999-2018

PFAS Factor Reference group 
(categorical variables only) S/NS

Direction of association 
(for categorical variables, compared 
to reference group) (+/-)

Year - S -

Male sex Female sex S +

Age - S +

Poverty index - S +

Born in U.S. Born outside of U.S. S +

Household size - S -

Receive healthcare at clinic NS +

Receive healthcare at 
doctor’s office

NS -

Receive healthcare at ER NS -

Receive healthcare at 
outpatient center

Receive healthcare some other place (i.e., not a clinic, 
doctor’s office, ER, or outpatient center)

NS +

Emergency food received 
sometimes

Emergency food received often S +

Food insecurity experienced 
sometimes

NS +

Food insecurity experienced 
never

Food insecurity experienced often

NS -

Health care visits: once in 
last year

NS +

Health care visits: 2-3 times 
in last year

NS +

Health care visits: 4-9 
times in last year

NS -

Health care visits: 10-12 
times in last year

S -

PFOA

Health care visits: > 12 
times in last year

Health care visits: zero in last year

S -

Year - S -

Male sex Female sex S +

Age - S +

Household size - S -

Shellfish consumption in 
last 30 days

No shellfish consumption in last 30 days S +

Food insecurity experienced 
sometimes

NS -

Food insecurity experienced 
never

Food insecurity experienced often

NS -

Mexican ethnicity NS -

Other Hispanic ethnicity NS +

NH Black race S +

NH Asian race S +

Other race

NH White race

S +

Rent home NS +

PFOS

Own home

Other arrangement

S +

Year - S -

Male sex Female sex S +

Receive retirement income Do not receive retirement income S +

Born in U.S. Born outside of U.S. S +

Ever told doctor trouble 
sleeping

Never told doctor trouble sleeping S +

PFHxS
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Married NS +

Widowed S +

Divorced NS +

Separated NS -

Never married

Living with partner

NS +

Receive healthcare at clinic NS -

Receive healthcare at 
doctor’s office

NS +

Receive healthcare at ER NS -

Receive healthcare at 
outpatient center

Receive healthcare some other place (i.e., not a clinic, 
doctor’s office, ER, or outpatient center)

NS -

Income level $75,000 - 
$99,000

Income level < $0 - $4,999 S -

Income level < $2,000 Income level < $0 - $4,999 S +

Receives retirement income Does not receive retirement income S +

Year - S -

Male sex Female sex S +

Age - S +

Smoker in home No smokers in home NS +

Fish consumption in last 30 
days

No fish consumption in last 30 days S +

Shellfish consumption in 
last 30 days

No shellfish consumption in last 30 days S +

Freshwater fish consumed 
in last 30 days

No freshwater fish consumption in last 30 days S +

Food insecurity experienced 
sometimes

S -

Food insecurity experienced 
never

Food insecurity experienced often

NS -

Fast duration (in hours) 
before blood draw

S -

Mexican ethnicity S -

Other Hispanic ethnicity NS -

NH Black race S +

NH Asian race S +

PFNA

Other race

NH White race

NS +

Year - S -

Male sex Female sex S +

Age - S +

Born in U.S. Born outside of U.S. S +

U.S. citizen Not a U.S. citizen S +

Household size - S -

Fish consumption in last 30 
days

No fish consumption in last 30 days S +

Shellfish consumption in 
last 30 days

No shellfish consumption in last 30 days S +

Food insecurity experienced 
sometimes

NS -

Food insecurity experienced 
never

Food insecurity experienced often

S -

Mexican ethnicity NS -

Other Hispanic ethnicity NS +

NH Black race S +

NH Asian race S +

ΣPFAS

Other race

NH White race

NS +
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PFAS: Per- and polyfluoroalkyl substances; NHANES: National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey; S: significant; NS: non-significant; +: 
positive; -: negative; PFOA: perfluorooctanoic acid; U.S.: United States; ER: emergency room; PFOS: perfluoroctane sulfonate; NH: non-Hispanic; 
PFHxS: perfluorohexane sulfonate; PFNA: perfluorononanoic acid; ΣPFAS: the simple sum of PFOA, PFOS, PFNA, and PFHxS.

Figure 2. Change in serum PFOS relative to the reference level (for categorical variables) or per unit SD increase for continuous 
covariates from multivariable mixed-effects regression. See Supplementary Table 2 for details. Blue indicates statistically significant 
findings, while orange indicates findings that are not statistically significant. PFOS: Perfluorooctane sulfonate.

Figure 3. Change in serum PFHxS relative to the reference level (for categorical variables) or per unit SD increase for continuous 
covariates from multivariable mixed-effects regression. See Supplementary Table 2 for details. Blue indicates statistically significant 
findings, while orange indicates findings that are not statistically significant. PFHxS: Perfluorohexane sulfonate.

https://oaepublishstorage.blob.core.windows.net/articlepdfpreview202405/wecn3005-SupplementaryMaterials.pdf
https://oaepublishstorage.blob.core.windows.net/articlepdfpreview202405/wecn3005-SupplementaryMaterials.pdf
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Figure 4. Change in serum PFNA relative to the reference level (for categorical variables) or per unit SD increase for continuous 
covariates from multivariable mixed-effects regression. See Supplementary Table 2 for details. Blue indicates statistically significant 
findings, while orange indicates findings that are not statistically significant. PFNA: Perfluorononanoic acid.

Figure 5. Change in serum ΣPFAS relative to the reference level (for categorical variables) or per unit SD increase for continuous 
covariates from multivariable mixed-effects regression. See Supplementary Table 2 for details. Blue indicates statistically significant 
findings, while orange indicates findings that are not statistically significant. ΣPFAS: the simple sum of PFOA, PFOS, PFNA, and PFHxS. 
PFOA: perfluorooctanoic acid; PFOS: perfluorooctane sulfonate; PFNA: perfluorononanoic acid; PFHxS: perfluorohexane sulfonate.

Citizenship status and place of birth
Though PFOS and PFOA have been phased out in the U.S., they are still in production in parts of the world. 
In this analysis, we observed U.S. citizenship and being born in the U.S. to be associated with higher 
concentrations of legacy PFAS concentrations compared to not having U.S. citizenship and being born 
outside of the U.S. This may be explained in part by cultural habits, imported foods, use of consumer 
products with PFAS, and social and behavioral differences between immigrants and U.S.-born 
individuals[75]. Additionally, developed countries may have wider PFAS contamination[76]. A recent review of 

https://oaepublishstorage.blob.core.windows.net/articlepdfpreview202405/wecn3005-SupplementaryMaterials.pdf
https://oaepublishstorage.blob.core.windows.net/articlepdfpreview202405/wecn3005-SupplementaryMaterials.pdf
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determinants of PFAS concentrations in pregnant mothers and neonates found nationality, race, and 
country of origin to be determinants of legacy PFAS concentrations in pregnant mothers[23].

Household size
Household size was negatively associated with legacy PFAS concentrations in this analysis, which may have 
several explanations. Mothers giving birth to multiple children would be expected to have lower serum 
PFAS concentrations, as parity is a factor associated with lower legacy PFAS concentrations[23]. Additionally, 
this could be a proxy measure for socioeconomic status, as larger family size has been a positive predictor of 
poverty[77] or household members may not be family but roommates. Given our mixed results related to 
socioeconomic status and serum PFAS concentrations, further study is needed to better understand this 
finding.

Sex
Overall, male sex predicted higher concentrations of all evaluated PFAS relative to females. This supports a 
large body of evidence suggesting females have lower serum PFAS concentrations than males, particularly 
during reproductive years. Females have greater routes of excretion of PFAS, including menstruation, 
breastfeeding, and childbirth[78-81]. Additionally, a higher renal clearance of PFAS in females has been 
suggested, and longer half-lives have been observed in males[82,83].

Race/ethnicity
Race/ethnicity were associated with serum concentrations of PFOA, PFOS, and PFNA concentrations. 
Compared to the NH White race/ethnicity group, the Mexican-American race/ethnicity group generally 
had lower PFAS concentrations, while other Hispanic, NH Black, “Other” race, and NH Asian race/
ethnicity groups had elevated serum concentrations of these congeners. NH Asian race was associated with 
the highest serum concentrations. Some studies have documented racial disparities in PFAS exposure, with 
NH Black individuals having higher concentrations of PFOS; however, studies in recent years have shown 
changes in these trends[45,84-86]. A recent study observed community water systems serving higher 
proportions of Hispanic/Latino and NH Black residents had significantly increased odds of detecting several 
PFAS[87], which may reflect disparities in the sites of point sources of PFAS contamination. Our findings in 
this study suggest a complex relationship between socioeconomic status and serum PFAS concentrations.

Differences in tap water consumption may partially explain our findings. A study assessing NHANES 2011-
2016 water consumption trends observed NH White individuals consumed the most tap water, whereas 
Mexican-American individuals consumed the most bottled water[88], with other studies observing similar 
results[89-91]. Although bottled water can contain detectable quantities of PFAS[92-94], there are many cases of 
contaminated public drinking water supplies in the U.S.[95]. The higher concentrations of PFOA, PFOS, and 
PFNA predicted by NH Asian race compared to other racial and ethnic groups contradict some findings in 
other studies[21].

Diet
Dietary freshwater fish
Consumption of freshwater fish, such as walleye, trout, pike, perch, or bass, in the last 30 days was 
significantly associated with higher concentrations of PFOS, PFNA, and ΣPFAS. This is supported by 
findings from other studies, which have found freshwater fish consumption to be a significant contributor 
to PFOS concentrations[96-99]. It has been suggested that even infrequent freshwater fish consumption may 
increase serum PFOS concentrations[97]. Though our findings are based on a binary measure of 
consumption (i.e., ever vs. never in the last 30 days), this suggests that even at a potentially wide range of 
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freshwater fish consumption levels, there is exposure to legacy PFAS. The risks and benefits of freshwater 
fish consumption may warrant further study.

Dietary shellfish and fish
Shellfish and fish consumption was associated with higher serum concentrations of PFOS, PFNA and 
ΣPFAS [Figures 2, 4, and 5]. This supports other literature finding evidence of an association between 
shellfish consumption and serum PFAS concentrations[100-105]. Because our findings are based on a binary 
measure of consumption, further research in populations consuming shellfish may be helpful in identifying 
specific species that may result in higher exposure. While NHANES collects information on specific types of 
shellfish and fish consumed, counts were too small for any specific fish or shellfish to evaluate in this 
analysis.

Food insecurity
Certain measures of food insecurity (i.e., household food not lasting and household receiving emergency 
food) were factors associated with all PFAS concentrations, though these relationships were inconsistent. 
This again suggests a complex relationship between socioeconomic status and serum PFAS concentrations.

Health
Receipt of healthcare
The number of healthcare visits in the last year was associated with PFOA concentrations, though the 
relationship was not clear. Compared to no visits in the last year, one or two to three visits were associated 
with higher serum concentrations. Compared to no visits in the last year, 4-9, 10-12, and > 12 visits in the 
last year were associated with lower concentrations of PFOA. These findings may suggest relationships 
between overall health, insurance, or socioeconomic status and serum PFAS concentrations. Responding no 
(vs. yes) to “Have you ever told a doctor you had trouble sleeping?” was associated with higher serum 
concentrations of PFHxS, which may be reflective of healthcare access rather than a relationship between 
sleeping troubles and serum PFAS concentrations. Additionally, the type of place where healthcare was 
usually received was associated with PFOA and PFHxS concentrations. Relationships were not clear and 
may be influenced by healthcare access and socioeconomic status.

Housing and income
Housing characteristics
Renting rather than owning a home was associated with lower concentrations of PFOS. Though associations 
between housing characteristics and PFAS exposure are not well studied, carpet treatments contain PFAS 
and have been associated with elevated PFAS concentrations[106,107]. House dust has also been suggested to be 
an important pathway to human PFAS exposure[108].

Income and consumer spending
Family poverty income ratio (PIR) was positively associated with serum PFOA concentrations, receiving 
retirement income was positively associated with PFHxS concentrations, and while there was an association 
between household income and PFHxS concentrations, the relationship did not appear to be linear. The 
first two measures suggest a positive relationship between income and PFAS concentrations, which may be 
explained by the increased opportunity to use legacy PFAS containing products such as clothing at higher 
prices[109].

Comparison to other studies
The R2 values in this analysis were relatively low, with the highest at 0.31; however, our R2 results are 
comparable to or higher than other studies evaluating factors associated with PFAS concentrations[26,30,110-112].
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Imputation methods
Given the high percent missingness in certain variables and the exploratory nature of this analysis, we tested 
two donor-based single imputation methods. Imputation involves assumptions that can influence results; 
therefore, these findings should be interpreted with caution and should be confirmed in future studies. 
Though the best single imputation methods may vary by dataset and application, research suggests that hot-
deck imputation is superior compared to PMM when comparing root mean squared error, unsupervised 
classification error, supervised classification error, and the time used to run the algorithm[113].

It should be noted that the data in this exploratory analysis had high missingness and a complete-case 
analysis could not be conducted for comparison due to this and the large number of variables included in 
models. Further study is needed to understand the best imputation methods for data and modeling of this 
nature.

Individual congeners vs. additive sums
The recent National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine (NASEM) guidance on patient 
follow-up after PFAS testing was based on ranges of values of the simple additive sum of 
methylperfluorooctanesulfonamidoacetic acid (MeFOSAA), PFHxS, PFOA, PFDA, perfluoroundecanoic 
acid (PFUnDA), PFOS, and PFNA in serum or plasma[47]. For patients with < 2 ng/mL serum or plasma 
PFAS, NASEM recommends providing the usual standard of care. For patients with ≥ 20 ng/mL serum or 
plasma PFAS, NASEM encourages exposure reduction if point sources can be identified, prioritizing 
screening for dyslipidemia, conducting thyroid function testing, assessing signs and symptoms of kidney 
cancer, and assessing signs and symptoms of testicular cancer and ulcerative colitis. Though our analysis 
could not include MeFOSAA, PFDA, and PFUnDA due to the limited number of NHANES cycles that have 
evaluated these PFAS, we do show differences in the top factors associated with ΣPFAS (PFOA + PFOS + 
PFHxS + PFNA) and PFOA, PFOS, PFHxS, and PFNA individually. Therefore, it is important to consider 
factors associated with simple additive sums of commonly detected PFAS in addition to factors related to 
single PFAS congeners.

Strengths and limitations
The present study has notable limitations. The first is the cross-sectional nature of the NHANES data. 
Although legacy PFAS may have half-lives of several years or more[114], which we expect to reduce the risk of 
exposure misclassification, this does not completely mitigate risk. Additionally, we cannot establish 
causality and do not draw conclusions as to whether the identified factors cause changes in PFAS 
concentrations. Second, most of the factors evaluated were collected through self-report. Third, many 
covariates could not be assessed for their association with PFAS concentrations in this study population due 
to high missingness. Given the large number of factors that could not be included in this analysis, further 
research is needed to continue establishing factors associated with PFAS concentrations. Covariates 
surrounding consumer behavior, diet, housing characteristics, physical activity, and reproductive health, in 
particular, require further study and may offer further insight into exposure and elimination of PFAS. 
Fourth, we evaluated the four most measured PFAS, though there are thousands of PFAS. Given the 
increased use of short-chain and alternative PFAS in recent years, more research is needed to 
comprehensively understand the factors associated with PFAS concentrations. Fifth, this is an unweighted 
exploratory study. Although NHANES provides weights for each cycle due to the complex survey design, 
we did not incorporate them due to the high missingness and methods employed in this exploratory 
analysis.
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Despite these limitations, this work has several notable strengths. First, this was a large study population 
that was representative of the U.S. general population. Second, this analysis evaluates the largest number of 
potential factors associated with PFAS concentrations to date. Most studies evaluating factors associated 
with PFAS concentrations consider a limited number of factors. Third, we used the well-known ENR 
approach to identify the top factors associated with PFAS concentrations in this study population.

Future directions
It is important to consider the findings here exploratory, and replication in other populations representative 
of the U.S. general population is needed to confirm these findings. Many of the variables included in this 
analysis were related to one another or were consequences of others (e.g., poverty index or income and food 
insecurity). We did not perform stratified analyses due to the exploratory nature of this analysis; therefore, 
future studies stratified by factors identified here (e.g., socioeconomic status, race, sex, age) are warranted.

Future studies may consider evaluating socioeconomic status in multiple ways (i.e., food insecurity, 
healthcare access, etc.) to further tease out the associations observed here. It may also be beneficial to 
consider the joint effects of socioeconomic status and PFAS on health effects or socioeconomic status as a 
moderator in PFAS-health outcome relationships. Given our findings on factors associated with PFAS (i.e., 
many indicators of socioeconomic status), the potential health effects associated with both PFAS exposure 
and socioeconomic status, and that PFAS exposure through contaminated drinking water has been 
associated with socioeconomic and sociodemographic factors[87] and is an important environmental justice 
issue within the U.S., it is important to explore these relationships further.

This study was motivated by increasing concerns over health effects following PFAS exposure in adults, and 
our findings raise awareness of potentially vulnerable groups in the general population not occupationally 
exposed or exposed through highly contaminated drinking water. Future studies should consider 
prospective analyses where possible to assess potential causality between these factors and serum PFAS 
concentrations and to further investigate how these factors influence PFAS elimination half-lives. Research 
should consider adjusting for factors with substantial evidence to suggest they may affect PFAS 
concentrations, such as age, sex, and year of sample collection, as well as factors specific to the population 
being studied (i.e., children, adults, pregnant mothers, highly exposed communities, etc.). It may be helpful 
to stratify by factors such as age, sex, year of sample collection, socioeconomic status, and other factors 
identified here to identify potential effect modifiers in PFAS studies dependent on the research question. 
Additionally, studies investigating factors associated with PFAS concentrations should consider the 
inclusion of short-chain and newer PFAS, where little research has been conducted.  The R2 values found in 
our models suggest other factors may be associated with higher serum PFAS concentrations. Biological 
factors associated with PFAS concentrations should be explored further, as these factors may affect PFAS 
toxicokinetics.

CONCLUSIONS
This novel, exploratory study aimed to address the substantial gaps in our understanding of factors 
associated with serum concentrations of legacy PFAS chemicals in the general U.S. population by 
employing elastic net regression to evaluate over 100 variables collected via questionnaire in NHANES 
cycles between 1999-2018. While specific factors varied by the specific PFAS evaluated, we observed the 
time period of sample collection, sex, age, race, socioeconomic factors, and fish or shellfish consumption to 
be important factors associated with legacy PFAS concentrations in a large U.S. study population. These 
preliminary findings may direct research priorities related to PFAS exposure and disparities and highlight 
gaps in risk assessment. Reducing PFAS exposure through the identification of vulnerable groups may 
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reduce disease burden in the general population and reduce healthcare costs.
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